**Reflectix® Installation Instructions for R-4.2, R-6 and R-8**

**Installation Instructions with the hard plastic HVSPACER (for rectangular ducts)**

1. Make sure the duct is free from dust and dirt by wiping it down with a shop rag.
2. Install the spacers to all four corners of the duct.
3. Place the spacers every 24” apart.
4. Wrap the Reflectix® over the spacers.
5. Fasten the Reflectix® by either tapping the seam or plier stapling the two edges together.
6. If the duct is supported with saddle clamps, make sure to install a spacer on the two bottom edges of the duct directly between the clamp and the duct.
7. If the clamps are installed around the duct (such as plumbers tape), make sure that the seam is taped to prevent air movement.
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